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Champions Germany crash out of WCup

KAZAN ARENA: Germany crashed out of the World
Cup yesterday after a stoppage-time VAR-assisted
goal from Younggwon Kim and a late second by Son
Heungmin earned South Korea a famous 2-0 win.

The Germans needed to beat Korea by two clear
goals in their final group F match at Kazan stadium to
advance to the last 16.

But Joachim Loew’s men wasted a series of chances
in a tense match that saw a pale version of the world
champions become the fourth holders of the title this
century to be sent packing at the first hurdle. 

Germany’s team of superstars could only look on in
shock in the final minutes of the match as US referee
Mark Geiger called for the video assistant referee to
intervene after the unmarked Kim had bundled his shot

past Germany ‘keeper Manuel Neuer from a corner
early in stoppage time. The goal was awarded because
Toni Kroos’ touch had played him onside, and minutes
later Germany were 2-0 down after Neuer ran up the
pitch in a desperate attempt to get a goal. A long punt
upfield saw Tottenham forward Son chase a clearance
to fire into an empty net. 

It means Germany, the four-time champions who had
competed in the past 16 editions of the World Cup, fail
to make it past the first hurdle of the tournament since
1938. Germany coach Joachim Loew caused a surprise
by leaving midfield attacking stalwart Thomas Mueller
on the bench for the first time since 2012 after his
underwhelming displays against Mexico and Sweden.

But by the end of a frustrating opening half, Loew

was left desperately studying his options. Germany suf-
fered the first of several scares after South Korea won a
free kick on the quarter hour when Sami Khedira’s boot
connected with the head of Jung Wooyoung.

From 30 yards out, it should have been fodder for
World Cup-winning goalkeeper Manuel Neuer, but
after fumbling Jung’s dipping drive Neuer scrambled
desperately to clear as Son raced to pounce.

Germany spurned a series of chances soon after-
wards. Marco Reus, who hit a crucial leveller in the 2-1
win over Sweden, saw his drive deflected and Mesut
Ozil saw his effort deflected off a Korean boot and out
for a corner, after which goalkeeper Hyeonwoo Jo
smothered desperately when Goretzka’s header found
Hummels trying to pounce on the loose ball.  Germany

resumed with more urgency after the interval, but
despite edging closer when Loew introduced Mario
Gomez just before the hour the big Stuttgart striker
headed straight at Jo from Kimmich’s cross. Striker
Timo Werner then met another Kimmich ball from the
left byeline with a right-foot volley that skewed agonis-
ingly wide of Jo’s upright. Germany urgency was not
matched by their normal efficiency and soon legs start-
ed to tire.

Loew played his final card when he introduced
Mueller for Leon Goretzka. But the late changes
failed to spark Germany into life as Korea hung on
for a famous win that, unfortunately for the impres-
sive Asians, saw them bow out after Sweden beat
Mexico 3-0. — AFP

Late second goal by Son Heungmin earned S Korea a famous 2-0 win

KAZAN: South Korea’s midfielder Ju Se-jong (R) crosses the ball as he is marked by Germany’s goalkeeper Manuel Neuer during the Russia 2018 World Cup Group F football match between South Korea and
Germany at the Kazan Arena in Kazan yesterday. — AFP

MOSCOW: Brazil eased into the World Cup
knockout stages after defeating Serbia 2-0 here
yesterday, with superstar Neymar sparkling in a
win which sets up a last 16 clash against Mexico.
Paulinho put Brazil ahead with a superb dinked
finish on 36 minutes before Neymar swung in a
cross for Thiago Silva to header the Selecao’s
second goal with 22 minutes left in Moscow.

Having opened his Russia 2018 account with
the second of Brazil’s two late goals in Friday’s
2-0 win over Costa Rica, Neymar was again
impressive. After the tearful emotion of Saint
Petersburg, Neymar cut a more joyful figure
after this win, blowing kisses to the crowd as the
five-time champions celebrated. 

As Group E winners, Brazil will now face

Mexico in Samara on Monday, with group run-
ners-up Switzerland taking on Sweden in St.
Petersburg on Tuesday. In the pre-match build-
up Brazil coach Tite said Neymar alone cannot
“shoulder the responsibility” for his team’s
World Cup hopes.

However, the 26-year-old seemed content to
carry Brazil’s attack, motoring through Serbia’s
midfield and crashing an early shot just wide of
the post. The match at Moscow’s Spartak
Stadium began at a ferocious tempo and Brazil
left-back Marcelo was an early casualty, limping
off after ten minutes to be replaced by Filipe
Luis. Neymar had the best chance of the open-
ing half hour when he forced Serbia goalkeeper
Vladimir Stojkovic to palm his shot away.
Tempers frayed when Serbia midfielder Adem
Ljajic scythed down Neymar, in full flight on the
left flank, to earn a booking on 33 minutes.

Brazil conjured the opener from nothing
when a beautifully lofted pass from Philippe
Coutinho found Paulinho, who flicked the ball
over Stojkovic’s reach on 36 minutes to make it
1-0 at the break.

Serbia repeatedly struggled to contain
Brazil’s fleet-footed attack. Manchester United

midfielder Nemanja Matic was the next Serbian
midfielder to be booked when he fouled
Manchester City star Gabriel Jesus on 48 min-
utes. Serbia’s brightest spell came with half an
hour left, only to be let down by poor finishing.
Ljajic stumbled to take a return pass after a
charging run into Brazil’s box and then fired over
shortly after.

Then with his defence beaten, Brazil goal-
keeper Alisson palmed a save straight at
Aleksandar Mitrovic, but the Serbia forward
could only head the ball back into the grateful
arms of the Brazilian shotstopper.

To cap Serbia’s frustrations, Sergej
Milinkovic-Savic fired wide, then Mitrovic guid-
ed a powerful header straight at Alisson from a
corner. However, Brazil made sure of the win
when Neymar swung in a free-kick and his Paris
Saint-Germain team-mate Thiago crashed home
his header, unmarked at the near post, on 68
minutes.

With one eye on the last 16, Tite took off
Countinho with ten minutes left while Neymar
twice went close to scoring the Selecao’s third
late on, but the Brazil coach can be happy with
his star forward. — AFP

Thiago, Paulinho
steer Brazil into 
WCup’s last 16

MOSCOW: Brazil’s forward Neymar jumps to control the ball during the
Russia 2018 World Cup Group E football match between Serbia and Brazil at
the Spartak Stadium in Moscow yesterday. — AFP


